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J.Lynne Cosmetics Shows Off Their Natural Moves 
With The Latin Rhythms Mineral Blush Collection 

 

Who says you can’t have two left feet and still enjoy the drama, passion, and cha-cha-charm of 

ballroom dancing?  J.Lynne Cosmetics, an indie beauty company offering all-natural, cruelty-free 

cosmetics, introduces the Latin Rhythms Mineral Blush collection, filled with six lush, luminous colors 

inspired by Latin ballroom dancing 

 

J.Lynne Cosmetics gives their all-natural, eco-friendly mineral 

makeup a unique, spicy twist with the introduction of their Latin 
Rhythms Mineral Blush collection.  Inspired by the growing 

popularity of Latin ballroom dancing, these pure mineral blushes 

range from sheer to sultry, and have been created with 

J.Lynne’s trademark all-natural ingredients and skin-

complimenting colors. 

 

“There’s nothing sexier than the natural flush that comes into a woman’s cheeks when she’s dancing or 

exercising,” says Jessica Lynne Miller, owner and creator of J.Lynne Cosmetics.  “I wanted to capture 

the essence of a pure, natural cheek color, but with a sassy twist.  I’m a big fan of ballroom dancing, so 

it was only natural that colors and names inspired by Latin dances were the perfect fit for this 

collection!” 

 

J.Lynne Cosmetics Soft Silk Blushes are formulated with lush, naturally-occurring minerals and 

pigments.  The Latin Rhythms shades join J.Lynne’s Original Collection (six beautiful customer 

favorites) and the Fountain of Youth Collection, featuring five completely matte colors designed to 

create a soft, youthful flush. 

  

J.Lynne Cosmetics mineral blushes are available for purchase at www.jlynne.com.  Full size jars are 

available for $9.00 each, and sample jars are available for $1.50 each. 

 



About J.Lynne Cosmetics 
 

J.Lynne Cosmetics is a vibrant indie beauty company offering chic, high quality products that are eco-

friendly, cruelty free, and 100% all-natural. Their full product line includes mineral foundations, 

powders, blushes, eye shadows, eyeliners, lip colors, and brushes. For more information, please visit 

www.jlynne.com. 

 

J.Lynne Soft Silk Mineral Blush – Latin Rhythms Collection 
 

 


